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About the Book

Following up Angel Fire, Lisa Miscione's gritty acclaimed debut featuring reclusive true crime writer Lydia Strong, this 

second novel ratchets up the suspense and the stakes. Fresh from a book tour promoting her account of her last case, 

Lydia receives an anonymous cry for help in her fan mail?a tape of a missing young girl's desperate message on an 

answering machine. The accompanying note begs Lydia to find and protect Tatiana Quinn, "and all the other girls in 

need of rescue." Maybe the plea strikes close to her heart; maybe her investigator's intuition starts buzzing. But she can't 

stop thinking about Tatiana Quinn.

But this simple case of a missing teenager soon becomes much more. Apparently someone is anxious that Lydia drop the 

case, someone powerful and anxious enough to engineer the reappearance of one of Lydia's first?and most 

dangerous?adversaries. Now, in addition to tracing the roots of Tatiana's disappearance on a trail across the country from 

New York to Miami and eventually overseas, Lydia must find the man who wants her dead, his unfinished business from 

years ago.

Miscione's talents for creating taut prose and bone-chilling suspense come alive once again in this gripping novel about 

obsession, greed, and revenge.

Discussion Guide

1. How does it make Lydia feel when she gets requests for help in her fan mail? Can you explain why?

2. What is it about Lydia's recent past that makes her want to help Tatiana Quinn? What about her not-so-recent past?
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3. This novel touches upon some very disturbing real world issues. What are those issues? How would you compare 

Lydia and Jeffrey's reactions to those issues with your own?

4. Since Angel Fire, Lydia has been working on putting some of her demons to rest. Why does their visit with Jenna 

Quinn stir up old fears and issues for her?

5. Why do you think Jeffrey is so willing to follow Lydia into situations that he instinctively knows could be dangerous 

for both of them?

6. What would you identify as some of the major themes in this novel? How do you see them playing out?

7. Lydia is a little bit hung up on name brands and designer clothing. Why do you think that is? What role does fashion 

and material things in general play in her life?

8. What do you think Jacob Hanley's primary motivations are? What about Jenna Quinn? Detective Ignatio?

9. What has Jed McIntyre come to symbolize for Lydia? How does that change when she finally confronts him?

10. Near the end of the novel Lydia makes a significant and difficult choice. What do you think that choice was? Why do 

you think she chose as she did?

11. How do you think Lydia has changed and grown by the end of the story?

Author Bio

Lisa Miscione is the author of a thriller series featuring true crime writer Lydia Strong. Both her debut Angel Fire and 

follow-up The Darkness Gathers have received widespread critical and popular acclaim. Her third in the series, entitled 

Twice, will be released in April of 2004. Miscione is a graduate of the New School for Social Research in New York 

City. She left her position as an associate director of publicity in 2000 to pursue her dream of becoming a full time 

novelist. She currently resides in Florida with her husband.

Critical Praise

"Taut and suspenseful"
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